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BASIC COMPOSITING IN PHOTOSHOP 

1. Overarching Comments – and in no particular order! 

 

1.1 There are hundreds of ways to create a composite image that’s based on other 

images – this is but one of them. 

1.2 Despite the puffery from Adobe, regularly save the .PSD file you are working with as 

Photoshop (PS) does still seize-up and/or crash.  If your PS app is up to date, you can 

carry-on working, as the save routine is done in the background. 

1.3 PS is a brutish piece of software, (it’s very unforgiving), so think through what you 

want to do, before you actually do it.  

1.4 If you are cutting-out bits from one image to meld it into another consider:  

1.4.1 Using Layer Masks (see here) rather than destructively editing your first image. 

1.4.2 Do not use the Lasso tool, or the three options under the Wand button, use the 

Curvature Pen Tool  - see here  And work at 600% magnification – I mean it! 

1.5 Do not run before you can crawl!  That is, if you are just starting out fusing two or 

more images together in PS, keep it simple.  It is best to go slowly and build-up your 

understanding of the language of PS.  The web is crammed with excellent resources 

to help you.  To repeat go slowly and thoughtfully!  Once you’ve done composite, do 

it again and again with other images/ 

1.6 Label your Layers, so that when you open the .PSD file in the future, you can use the 

text on Layers to tell you what you’ve got where and what the Layer is. 

1.7 50% + 50% does not equal 100% - clients are amazed when I tell them this! See this 

screenshot: 

 
 

The above shows two layers, each of which have had:  

1.7.1 The Blend Mode selected is “Normal”; and  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5yW5hHjQrE
https://www.photoshopessentials.com/basics/use-curvature-pen-tool-photoshop-cc-2018/
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1.7.2 The “Opacity” (the left right slider that sets the amount of the Blend Mode) is at 

50%.   

1.7.3 Now with the combination of 1.7.1 and 1.7.2 you’d expect to see the full photo 

in the Canvas, but that’s not the case – it looks faint and wishy-washy. 

1.7.4 However, what you learn from 1.7.3 is that the Blend Modes can be used to very 

subtle effect.   

1.7.5 For this exercise you’ll probably only want to use Normal and Soft Light Blend 

Modes. 

1.8 This is important: It is my experience that if you composite two or more colour 

images together, the colours will fight with each other in a rather unsubtle way.  

Here’s my coloured, textured background of a wall (shot in a local quarry), with 

three layers of the coloured buildings with each layer’s Blend Mode set to Soft Light 

and the Opacity set to 50%. As you can see it’s all rather obvious and not very 

subtle: 

To mitigate that “fight” I will usually first use one, (or several), B&W versions and 

only then carefully fold-in a colour version(s). 

1.9 Your composite does not have to be square shaped.  Back in 2017/18 I was shooting 

on the square as a personal challenge.  I have shot rectangular photos for ages, so I 

was trying something new and at first, I found it very hard, but eventually got the 

knack.   The way in which a photograph is composed is different for the square – try 

it and see! 

1.10 Before you start, make sure both your Texture and Static Scene photographs are the 

same size. In PS do: Image->Image Size and you can read off the dimensions in 

Pixels, Inches, Millimeters etc etc.  If they are not the same, crop the larger one until 

it fits the smaller one. 
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2. Step-by-Step Guide 

2.1 As a reminder, these are the two images I’m going to use: 

2.1.1 Below is the background Texture and I’ll be completely honest with you and tell 

you that this has been heavily edited!  I’m not going to tell you here how I did it, 

as the key message this week is all about creating a composite.  I’ll do it for this 

time next week.  
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2.1.2 Here’s the Static Scene (as shot) of a street in Saintes, a city near here: 
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2.1.3 And this is the final image: 
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2.2 Step One 

 

I’ve copied the colour photo of the street on to a new Layer; then I did:  

Layer->Smart Objects->Convert to Smart Object;  

then I did:   

Filter->Nik Collection->Silver Efex Pro 2->and chose number 19 and clicked the OK button, on the 

bottom right of the Silver Efex Pro 2 dialogue box.  I then set the Blend Mode to Soft Light and the 

Opacity to 100%. 
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2.3 Step Two 

 

Here I copied a colour version of the street scene and then applied a Layer Mask to it. I then clicked 

on the Layer Mask and selected a small (size 20) Soft Round brush.  I then ensured that the 

Foreground Colour was set to black and painted the black paint into the sky and darker elements of 

the doorways and garage entrance.  The reason for doing this in these areas was to:  

a) let the Texture take over at the top of the image; and  

b) stop/prevent the darker elements from getting too dark.   

Note: The use of the black paint on a Layer Mask, is to blot/block out elements from the Layer itself 

being blended into the Layers below.  Layer Masks are fab way to non-destructively edit photos and I 

use them a lot! 

I then set the Blend Mode to Soft Light and the Opacity to 62%. 
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2.4 Step Three 

 

This step is simply a duplicate of 2.3, with no changes to the Blend Mode or Opacity.  The image is 

beginning to shape and meaning.  
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2.5 Step Four 

 

This is the penultimate step and is simply a copy of 2.4, but with the Opacity set to 32%. 6  
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2.5 Step Five 

 

The final step was to merge all the underlying Layers into a single top Layer whilst preserving all 

those underlying Layers.  With my finger held on the Option key I did  

Layer->Merge Visible  

Simples! 

 

 


